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ABSTRACT The future of the hash based digital signature schemes appears to be very bright in the upcoming
quantum era because of the quantum threats to the number theory based digital signature schemes. The Shor’s
algorithm is available to allow a sufficiently powerful quantum computer to break the building blocks of the
number theory based signature schemes in a polynomial time. The hash based signature schemes being
quite efficient and provably secure can fill in the gap effectively. However, a draw back of the hash based
signature schemes is the larger key and signature sizes which can prove a barrier in their adoption by the
space critical applications, like the blockchain. A hash based signature scheme is constructed using a one
time signature (OTS) scheme. The underlying OTS scheme plays an important role in determining key and
signature sizes of a hash based signature scheme. In this article, we have proposed a novel OTS scheme
with minimized key and signature sizes as compared to all of the existing OTS schemes. Our proposed OTS
scheme offers an 88% reduction in both key and signature sizes as compared to the popular Winternitz OTS
scheme. Furthermore, our proposed OTS scheme offers an 84% and an 86% reductions in the signature and
the key sizes respectively as compared to an existing compact variant of the WOTS scheme, i.e. WOTS+.

INDEX TERMS Hash-based digital signatures, post-quantum cryptography, Blockchain, one-time signa-
tures.

I. INTRODUCTION
The one way mathematical functions [1] act as the building
blocks of the todays most popular digital signature schemes.
These functions emerge as hard mathematical problems
which provide a base for digital signatures and other cryp-
tographic protocols. The three core hard mathematical prob-
lems currently being used by a wide range of cryptographic
protocols include Integer Factorization (IF) problem, Dis-
crete Logarithm Problem (DLP), and Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP). The digital signature schemes
constructed using these hardmathematical problems are com-
monly referred to as number theory based digital signa-
ture schemes which include, Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
signature scheme [2], El-Gamal signature scheme [3], and
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [4].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jixiang Yang .

However, a sufficiently powerful quantum computer will be
able to break these hard mathematical problems with the
help of the Shor’s algorithm [5]. The advancement trends
of technology allow us to expect that a quantum computer
being able to break these hard mathematical problems will be
available after just a decade [6]. So what will be the future
of the cryptographic protocols constructed over these hard
mathematical problems? We are particularly concerned with
the future of the digital signature schemes in the quantum
era. Thankfully, quantum computers will not erase the digital
signatures technology at all because of the availability of the
other types of digital signature schemes which can defeat
quantum attacks [7]. We refer those digital signature schemes
to as post-quantum digital signature schemes. There are total
five types of post-quantum digital signature schemes avail-
able to-date, including the lattice-based signature schemes,
the hash-based signature schemes, the elliptic curve isogeny
based signature schemes, the multivariate signature schemes,
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and the code-based signature schemes. Although all these
types of digital signature schemes are not newer, rather some
of them bear a fairly old history (like, the hash-based sig-
nature schemes), however, none of them could attract the
practitioners at a large scale. The possible resistors to their
wide-range adoption include, the low efficiency, the break-
able security, and the difficult key management [7], [8].

The hash-based digital signature (HBS) schemes, being
quite-efficient and provably-secure, appear as a dominant
type of post quantum digital signature schemes [9]. The
security of the HBS schemes has strongly been established
against both classical and quantum attacks. Furthermore,
HBS schemes are the most efficient type of schemes with
key and signature creation times minimum among all type
of digital signature schemes [10]. However, the major draw-
back of the HBS schemes is the larger signature and key
sizes [11], [12].

An HBS scheme is a combination of two schemes; one is
a core One-Time-Signature (OTS) or a Few-Time-Signature
(FTS) scheme and second is a hash tree which maps a no. of
OTS/FTS public keys to another single public key. With-
out covering an OTS/FTS scheme by a hash trees, the key
management is a challenging task in an HBS scheme. The
signature size depends purely on the core OTS/FTS used,
whereas, the key size depends upon both of the core OTS/FTS
scheme as well as the nature and size of the hash tree used by
the scheme. The signature size in the very first OTS scheme,
i.e. Lamport-Diffie (LD) OTS scheme [13], was impractically
larger. However, the later OTS schemes, like Winternitz OTS
scheme [14], reduced the signature size to a practical level.
Even after the improvement, the signature sizes of the OTS
schemes are larger than the classical schemes, which make
them unfavorite for highly space sensitive applications, like
the distributed financial ledgers (cryptocurrencies). In this
article, we have proposed a novel OTS scheme ‘‘NOTS’’ with
key and signature sizes minimum among all of the existing
OTS schemes. NOTS offers an 88% reduction in both key and
signature sizes as compared to the popular Winternitz OTS
scheme.

Among the existing OTS/FTS schemes, WOTS and its
variants [14]–[16] emerge as the most efficient type of OTS
schemes, which offer minimum key and signature sizes. Fur-
thermore, WOTS and its variants allow for computation of
the OTS public key purely from the corresponding signatures,
which is a valued characteristic of WOTS and its variants.
Other type of OTS/FTS schemes (except WOTS and its
variants) are not capable for allowing computation of the
public key from the signatures unless a huge additional set
of information is provided to the verifier. This additional
set of information may either be as large as the original
signatures (like in case of LD-OTS scheme [13]) or it may
be exponentially larger than the original signatures (like,
in case of HORS [17], HORST [18], and PORS [19]). Our
proposed schemes (NOTS) is a WOTS like scheme in which
the signatures are intelligent enough to allow the verifier for
computation of the corresponding public key without any

additional set of information. The intelligent signatures not
only reduce the signature size but also make the scheme more
convenient for the hash trees.

Our contribution:

1) We have proposed a novel OTS scheme NOTS with
following valued features:

a) NOTS offers an 88% reduction in both key and
signature sizes as compared to the popularWOTS
scheme

b) NOTS offers an 84% and an 86% reductions in the
signature and the key sizes respectively as com-
pared to an existing compact variant of WOTS,
i.e. WOTS+.

c) NOTS signatures are intelligent enough to allow
the verifier for computation of the corresponding
public key without any additional set of informa-
tion.

2) We have formally proved that our proposed scheme
(NOTS) is existentially unforgeable under adaptive cho-
sen message attack model.

The rest of the paper is organized as: Section-2 will
provide a preliminary knowledge about HBS schemes and
post-quantum cryptocurrencies proposed to-date. In Section-
3, we will discuss our proposed OTS scheme (NOTS) in
detail. In Sections - 4, 5, and 6, we will respectively evaluate
security, space requirements, and execution time of NOTS.
Finally, in Section-7, we will conclude our discussion.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The popular OTS/FTS schemes proposed to-date include,
Lamport-Diffie OTS (LD-OTS) [13], Winternitz OTS
(WOTS) [14], WOTSPRF [15], WOTS+ [16], HORS [17],
HORS with Tree (HORST) [18], and PRNG to obtain a
random subset (PORS) [19].

The pioneer HBS scheme is the Merkle signature scheme
(MSS) [14] which uses WOTS as its base OTS scheme.
An improved version of MSS is eXtended Merkle Signature
Scheme (XMSS) [12] which uses WOTSPRF [15] as its base
OTS scheme. An MSS tree or an XMSS tree can map a finite
no. of OTS public keys to a single public key. An enhanced
version of XMSS is Multi-tree XMSS (XMSSMT ) [20] which
is capable of mapping virtually an unlimited no. of OTS key
pairs to single public key. XMSSMT also uses WOTSPRF

as the base OTS scheme. XMSSMT is a state-based scheme
which maintains a state to guarantee that a distinct seed is
selected each time the scheme is instantiated to sign a new
message. SPHINCS [18] is a stateless HBS scheme which
guarantees a distinct seed in each of its instantiation without
preserving a state. SPHINCS uses HORST FTS and WOTS+

as its base schemes. Gravity-SPHINCS [19] is a compact
version of SPHINCS which uses PORS and WOTS as its
core schemes. SPHINCS-Simpira [21] is an efficient version
of SPHINCS which have replaced simple hash functions
(SHA256 and SHA512) by AES-based hash permutations
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FIGURE 1. OTS/FTS schemes mapping to the HBS schemes.

Simpira [22]. Figure 1 shows a mapping between OTS/FTS
and HBS schemes.

A. POST-QUANTUM CRYPTOCURRENCIES
The popular post-quantum cryptocurrencies proposed
to-date include, IoTA [23], QRL [24], quantum-secured
blockchain [25], qBitcoin [26], PQChain [27], and
post-quantum blockchains incorporating lattice-based signa-
ture schemes [28], [29]. Among the existing post-quantum
cryptocurrencies, three are using hash-based digital signa-
ture schemes. IoTA uses WOTS, QRL uses WOTS+ with
XMSS, and PQChain recommends using WOTSPRF with
XMSS. The post-quantum blockchain proposed in [28] uses
a short integer solutions (SIS) based signature scheme.
Quantum-secured blockchain [25] allows a couple of peers
to connect over a quantum channel to generate a symmetric
key. Then those peers would be able to securely communicate
over a classical channel with the help of their symmetric
key. qBitcoin [26] proposes to represent the coins as quan-
tum states. Because it is impossible to generate duplicate
copies of a quantum state (i.e. no-cloning theorem), therefore,
the proposed cryptocurrency is safe against double-spending
attacks. Both quantum-secured blockchain and qBitcoin
involve quantum-based technologies and hence, would only
be practical when quantum computers will be available at a
large scale.

III. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
In this section, we provide a preliminary knowledge about
hash based digital signature schemes and OTS/FTS schemes.
The discussion in this section helps reader to understand and
compare, key and signature sizes of the existing OTS/FTS
schemes.

A. HASH-BASED SIGNATURE (HBS) SCHEMES
The building block of an HBS scheme can either be an
un-keyed hash functions, a keyed hash functions, or a block
cipher (like AES). Because all these cryptographic protocols
are very efficient (especially the un-keyed/keyed hash func-
tions), therefore HBS schemes are the most efficient type of

digital signature schemes [10]. An HBS scheme is a two-
fold; first, there is a base OTS/FTS scheme and second is
a hash tree that encapsulates a (finite or virtually infinite)
no. of OTS/FTS public keys into another single public key.
Although the hash trees are very important because otherwise
key management is hard in HBS schemes, however there are
real life applications which use an OTS or an FTS indepen-
dently. For example, the popular post-quantum digital cur-
rency IoTA [23] uses WOTS signature scheme independently
without a hash tree.

1) HASH-BASED OTS/FTS SCHEMES
Lamport proposed the very first hash based OTS scheme in
late seventies [13]. The security of Lamport-Diffie (LD) OTS
was proved later in the studies [30] and [31]. The LD OTS
scheme suffers from impractically large key and signature
sizes. In this scheme, we sign hash of the message, bit-by-
bit; i.e. we create a separate signature-item for each of the
individual bits. For a 512-bit long message-hash (we use l
to denote bit-length of the message-hash to be signed), there
will be a total of 512 signature-items. If each item itself is
512-bit long then, the total signature size will be 32.8KB.
The key-size will be even double than the signature size
because each of the bits has two key-items associated to it.
The bit-length of an individual key/signature item depends
upon the desired level of security therefore we refer it as the
security parameter (n). The formulas for computing signature
(σ ) and the key (PK ) sizes for the LD OTS scheme are given
in equations (1) and (2).

σ(LD) = (l)(n) (1)

PK(LD) = 2(l)(n) (2)

Winternitz [14] made first major improvement in the ini-
tial work of Lamport. In Wintenitz OTS (WOTS) scheme,
the bits are signed in groups/patches. We create a single
signature-item for a group or patch of bits. The patch-size
(let we denote it as p) is customizable, i.e. user can select the
patch-size, he wants. The patch size is inversely proportional
to the key and signature length, however, it is directly pro-
portional to the processing cost. Therefore, a balance must be
established. A typical patch-size is 4-bits. For WOTS, we can
write the message-hash (H ) like given in eq. (3). In WOTS,
both key and the signatures consist of total l

p items. Each
of the private key item is transformed to its corresponding
public key item by passing it through a hash chain. There are
total 2p hash iterations in a single hash chain. The signature
elements are basically some of the middle stages of the hash
chains. The hash of the message (to be signed) allows the
signer to decide which of the middle stage of an individual
chain should be declared as signatures. Finally, the hash of the
corresponding message also allows the verifier to complete
all of the hash chains to produce public key of the signer.

H = h1||h2||h3||......||h l
p

(3)
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TABLE 1. Parameters description.

An individual patch in the message-hash can produce a
value in the range zero to 2p − 1. WOTS also appends a
checksum c to the message-hash which is computed using
the formula given in equation (4). Finally, the signature
size of WOTS can be computed using the formula given in
equation (5). The key-size in WOTS is exactly same as the
signature size. The WOTS scheme is provably secure under
Existentially Unforgeable - Chosen Message Attack (EU-
CMA) model [15].

c =

l
p∑
i=1

(2p − 1)− hi (4)

σ(WOTS) =

(
l
p
|| c
)
(n) (5)

WOTSPRF [15] and WOTS+ [16] are the two compact
variants of WOTS which offer reduced key and signature
sizes as compared to WOTS. WOTSPRF has reduced key
and signature sizes by replacing a collision resistant (CR)
hash function by a pseudo-random function (PRF). For a CR
hash function the length of an individual key/signature item
must be at least three times the desired level of post-quantum
security however, for a PRF the length of an individual
key/signature itemmust be at least two times the desired level
of post-quantum security. WOTS+ uses bit-masks to replace
a CR hash function by an undetectable one-way function
(whichmay either by a keyed hash function or a block cipher).
The signature sizes of both WOTSPRF and WOTS+ can be
computed using the same formula given in eq. (5) by adjusting
value of the security parameter (n) accordingly. The key size
of WOTSPRF is approximately same as its signature size
however, the key size of WOTS+ is somehow larger because

of an additional set of randomization elements. The formula
to compute key size of WOTS+ is given in eq. (6)

PK(WOTS+) =

[( l
p
|| c
)
+ 2p

]
(n) (6)

The HORS FTS scheme yet provides another different
approach for creating hash-based few time signatures [17].
Like WOTS scheme, HORS also creates signatures on the
patches of bits; means there is a single signature-item for
a patch of bits. However, the patch size in HORS must
be significantly larger because for small sized patches this
scheme will not be secure. The large sized patches reduce the
signature size significantly as compared to WOTS. Another
difference is that HORS does not append any checksum to the
message-hash which also reduces the signature size. However
the key size of HORS is extremely larger. The formulas to
compute key and signature sizes of HORS scheme are given
in eqs. (7) and (8) respectively. HORS scheme is nearly
impractical because of its extremely large key size.

PK(HORS) = (2p)(n) (7)

σ(HORS) =
( l
p

)
(n) (8)

The PORS [19] scheme is very close to the HORS scheme
however, offers stronger security than HORS at a very
marginal computational overhead. The key and signature
sizes of PORS are exactly same asHORS. The only difference
is that in case of HORS, multiple bit-patches may correspond
to a same signature-item whereas in PORS there is always a
distinct signature-item against each of the bit-patches.

Our proposed scheme (NOTS) recommends using 4-bit
long patches. The key and signature sizes of NOTS both are
computed using the formula given in equation (9). Because
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p is fairly smaller (just 4-bit) therefore both key and the sig-
nature sizes of NOTS are significantly smaller. NOTS offers
just 1KB key and signature sizes for a 512-bit long security
parameter (i.e. n = 512). The different parameters referred
in this section and throughout the article have been explained
in Table 1.

σ(NOTS) = (2p)(n) (9)

IV. NOVEL ONE TIME SIGNATURES (NOTS): THE
PROPOSED SCHEME
This section explains our proposed scheme (NOTS) in detail.
Our proposed scheme works as follows:

A. KEY GENERATION
The private key (sk) is simply a set of sixteen values each
being 512 bits long (Eq. (10)). We recommend generating all
of the values in the private key from a single seed. We can
apply a simple hash chain to the seed to generate the sk values.
Because our scheme never disclose any of the sk values during
signature verification, therefore it is safe to use just a simple
chain of values generated using a common hash function like
SHA512. The complete pseudo code for key generation is
given in Algorithm 1.

SK =
15∑
i=0

[ski · bitLength(ski) == 512] (10)

The public key (pk) is computed from the sk. There is a cor-
responding pk value against each of the sk values. In order to
compute a pk value, we divide the corresponding sk value into
two equal halves and we compute hash of each of the halves
for 129 times (Eq. (11)). The length of the hash function must
be the same as the length of an individual half. Like, if size
of a single half is 256 bit, then we may use the hash function
SHA256.

PK =
15∑
i=0

[
pki = sha256129

(
ski
[
0,
|ski|
2

))
+ sha256129

(
ski
[ |ski|

2
, |ski|

))]
(11)

B. SIGNATURE CREATION
We initiate the signature creation process by computing hash
of the message (H ) to be signed. We recommend using a
512-bit hash function (like SHA512). In this way, H will be
consisting of a total 128 hexadecimal symbols. We use Hhex
to denote hexadecimal representation of the message-hash.
Hhex guides the signer for generating index_strings which is
a list consisting of 16 different strings. The list index_strings
basically classifies the indexes of the hexadecimal characters
in Hhex into 16 different strings (Eqs. (12), (13)). There
is a separate string of indexes for each type of alphabet
in Hhex . In next step, the signer will compute sum of the
digits in each of the index_strings; we name this new list as
sum_index_string. Signer also ensure that all the values in

the list sum_index_string must be in the range {1 → 128}
(Eq. (14)).

15∑
i=0

index_stringi = < > (12)

∀h∈Hhex · index_string′h = index_stringh + index(h) (13)
15∑
i=0

sum_index_stringi

= sumof digits(index_stringi) % 128 + 1 (14)

The sum_index_string will finally let the signer to produce
signatures (σ ) on the corresponding message (M). The signer
will compute hash of each of the sk value for number of times,
equal to the corresponding value in the list sum_index_string.
While computing hash of an individual sk value, the signer
will divide it into two halves (we say them forward sk (fsk)
and backward sk (bsk)). Signer will compute hash of fsk for
number of times, exactly equal to the corresponding value
in the list sum_index_string, however, signer will compute
hash of bsk for number of times equal to 129 minus the
corresponding values in sum_index_string. Finally, signer
will concatenate both of the final hash outputs to generate
an individual signature value (Eq. (15)). Signer will adopt the
same procedure for each of the 16 sk values to generate the
16 signature values. Figure 2 explains the signature creation
process for an example message; and the pseudo code for
signature creation is given in Algorithm 2.

15∑
i=0

[
σi = sha256sum_index_stringi

(
ski
[
0,
|ski|
2

))
+ sha256129 − sum_index_stringi

(
ski
[ |ski|

2
, |ski|

))]
(15)

C. SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
The verifier will compute the sum_index_string following
the same steps as followed by the signer during signature
creation. The list sum_index_string will allow the verifier to
produce the verification key (VK) from the signatures (σ ).
In order to compute an individual vk value from the corre-
sponding σ value, the verifier will divide the σ value into two
halves (we say them forward signature (f σ ) and backward
signature (bσ )). Verifier will compute hash of f σ for number
of times, equal to the 129 minus the corresponding value
in the list sum_index_string, however, verifier will compute
hash of bσ for number of times, exactly equal to the corre-
sponding value in sum_index_string. Verifier will concate-
nate both of the final hash outputs to generate an individual
vk value (Eq. (16)). Verifier will adopt the same procedure
for each of the 16 ‘‘σ values’’ to generate the 16 vk values.
Finally, verifier will compare his own computed verification
key VKwith the signers previously announced public key PK.
If both of the keys will be equal then verifier will accept the
signatures. The pseudo code for signature verification is given
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FIGURE 2. NOTS: Signature creation.

TABLE 2. Hash functions security levels [30], [32], [33].

in Algorithm 3.

15∑
i=0

[
vki = sha256129 − sum_index_stringi

(
σi
[
0,
|σi|

2

))
+ sha256sum_index_stringi

(
σi
[ |σi|
2
, |σi|

))]
(16)

V. NOTS Security Analysis
The foremost security requirement of NOTS is that it must
be populated with a secure hash function which can resist
three types of attacks, pre-image attacks, second pre-image
attacks, and collision attacks. In the case of the pre-image
attack, the challenge for the adversary (ADV) is to find
such an input which corresponding output is known to him
(Eq. 17). In case of second pre-image attack, the adversary
knows an input-output pair (x,y), whereas the challenge for
him is to find another input which must be different from
x, however its output should be the same (i.e. y) [Eq. 18].
Finally, in collision-based challenge, the adversary has to find
any two different inputs which must map to the same output
(Eq. 19).

Pr[y = fh(x); x ′← ADV(y) : x = x ′] ≤ ε (17)

Pr[y = fh(x); x ′←ADV(x, y) : x ′ 6=x∧y= fh(x ′)] ≤ ε (18)

Pr[x, x ′← ADV : x 6=x ′∧fh(x) = fh(x ′)] ≤ ε (19)

The resistance power of a cryptographic protocol against
different types of attacks is generally known as the
security-level offered by that protocol. The classical and
quantum security levels offered by a hash function (fh) depend
upon digest-size (d) of that function [32]. The post-quantum
security level of a family of hash functions is relatively
smaller than the classical security level because of the popular
Grover’s search algorithm [34]. A d-sized hash function is
capable of providing d-bit classical and d

2 -bit post- quan-
tum security against pre-image and second pre-image based
attacks. However, collision resistant is relatively a com-
plex security requirement and hence, relatively harder to
achieve. Therefore, a d-sized hash function provides d

2 -bit
classical and d

3 -bit post-quantum security against collision
based attacks [30], [33]. Table- 2 lists down the classi-
cal and post-quantum security levels of the common hash
functions.

A. FORMAL SECURITY PROOF OF NOTS
In this subsection, we formally proof that NOTS is an exis-
tentially unforgeable signature scheme under adaptive chosen
message attack (CMA). We prove that NOTS is unforgeable
until the underlying hash function used by NOTS is a oneway
hash function. Formally stating, we prove that the security
of NOTS is a security reduction of the onewayness of the
underlying hash function used to instantiate NOTS.
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Algorithm 1 Key Generation
Input: security parameter(n) F we use n = 512
Output: sk[ ], pk[ ]
1: seed ← os.urandom(64) F ‘‘seed’’ is 512-bit (64-byte) cryptographic random value
2: s← sha512(seed) F hash of ‘‘seed’’ is computed and stored in ‘‘s’’
3: sk ← [ ] F ‘‘sk’’ initialization
4: for a = 0→ 15 do F generates the private key ‘‘sk’’
5: sk.append(s)
6: s← sha512(s) F ‘‘sk’’ is simply the hash-chain of the ‘‘seed’’
7: end for
8: pk ← [ ] F public key ‘‘pk’’ initialization
9: for a = 0→ 15 do
10: k ← sk[a]
11: kf ← k[0 : 31] F each sk element is divided into two halves ‘‘kf’’ and ‘‘kb’’
12: kb← k[32 : 63]
13: for b = 1→ 129 do F a pk-element is the 129th post-image of the corresponding sk-element
14: kf ← sha256(kf ) F hash chains are applied to ‘‘kf’’ and ‘‘kb’’ separately
15: kb← sha256(kb)
16: end for
17: pk.append(kf + kb) F concatenation of the final chain results produce the corresponding pk-element
18: end for

Algorithm 2 Signature Creation
Input: message(M ), private key(sk[ ])
Output: signatures(σ [ ])
1: H ← sha512(M ) F hash of message is computed
2: Hhex ← hexlify(H ) F hash of message in its hexadecimal representation
3: index_strings← [ ] F defines an empty list ‘‘index_strings’’
4: hex_symbols← ‘‘0123456789abcdef ′′ F the hexadecimal alphabet-set stored as an array
5: for (hs) in (hex_symbols) do F a loop iterating for each of the hexadecimal alphabet
6: str ← ‘‘ ′′ F an empty string declaration
7: for a = 1→ 128 do F a loop parsing whole of the hexadecimal message hash
8: if Hhex [a] == hs then F filters the message-hash indexes containing the corresponding hash-alphabet
9: str ← str + a
10: end if
11: end for
12: index_strings.append(str) F appends ‘‘str’’ from the inner loop into the list ‘‘index_strings’’
13: end for
14: sum_index_strings← [ ] F defines an empty list ‘‘sum_index_strings’’
15: for (indstr) in (index_strings) do F a loop parsing whole of the list ‘‘index_strings’’
16: sum← 0
17: for (a) in (indstr) do F to access each of the digit in the string ‘‘indstr’’
18: sum← sum+ int(a) F summing-up the digits of ‘‘indstr’’
19: end for
20: sum← (sum%128)+ 1 F to ensure that ‘‘sum’’ always lies in the range (1→ 128)
21: sum_index_strings.append(sum) F appending ‘‘sum’’ from the inner loop into the list ‘‘sum_index_string’’
22: end for
23: σ ← ‘‘ ′′ F initializes signatures as an empty list
24: for a = 0→ 15 do
25: k ← sk[a]
26: kf ← k[0 : 31] F each sk-element is divided into two halves ‘‘kf’’ and ‘‘kb’’
27: kb← k[32 : 63]
28: for f = 1→ sum_index_strings[a] do F the ‘‘kf’’ will be hashed for ‘‘sum_index_strings’’ no. of times
29: kf ← sha256(kf )
30: end for
31: for b = 1→ (129− sum_index_strings[a]) do F the ‘‘kb’’ will be hashed for 29 minus the ‘‘sum_index_strings’’ no. of times
32: kb← sha256(kb)
33: end for
34: σ.append(kf + kb) F concatenation of the above chain results produce the corresponding signature-element
35: end for

1) AN OVERVIEW OF NOTS
NOTS is a triple (GEN, SIGN, VERIFY).GEN takes a security
parameter (n) as input and returns a key pair (SK, PK),
such that: SK =

∑15
i=0 ski and PK =

∑15
i=0 pki. GEN

follows Eq. (11) to compute an individual pki from the

corresponding ski. SIGN takes a message (M) as input and
returns signatures of M, i.e. σM . In order to compute the
signatures, SIGN computes a list/array of sixteen values
sum_index_strings (following Equations. (12) to (14)) and
transforms each of the ski into the corresponding σi following
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Algorithm 3 Signature Verification
Input: message(M ), signatures(σ [ ]), public key(pk[ ])
Output: Succeeded/Failed
1: Follow steps 1 to 22 of algorithm 2 (Signature Creation) to generate the list ‘‘sum_index_strings’’
2: vk ← ‘‘ ′′ F the public key computed by the verifier
3: for a = 0→ 15 do
4: s← σ [a]
5: sf ← s[0 : 31] F each signature element is divided into two halves ‘‘sf’’ and ‘‘sb’’
6: sb← s[32 : 63]
7: for f = 1→ (129− sum_index_strings[a]) do F ‘‘sf’’ will be hashed for 129 − ‘‘sum_index_strings’’ no. of times
8: sf ← sha256(sf )
9: end for
10: for b = 1→ sum_index_strings[a] do F ‘‘sb’’ will be hashed for ‘‘sum_index_strings’’ no. of times
11: sb← sha256(sb)
12: end for
13: vk.append(sf + sb) F concatenation of the above chain results produce the corresponding ver_pk-element
14: end for
15: if

∑15
i=0 vk[i] == pk[i] then F the ‘‘ver_pk’’ computed by the verifier must be equal to the ‘‘pk’’

16: output : verification succeeded
17: else
18: output : verification failed
19: end if

Eq. (15). VERIFY takes message (M), signatures (σM ), and
public key (PK) as input and returns either TRUE (if σM is
valid signature of M) or FALSE otherwise. VERIFY follows
Eq. (16) to compute a verification key (VK) and compares this
verification key with the public key (PK) to reach a consensus
about validity of the signatures.

2) EXISTENTIAL UNFORGEABILITY OF NOTS
GEN generates a new key pair (SK, PK). A signing oracle O
having knowledge of SK is able to sign an arbitrary number
of messages. A forger FOR accepts challenge of breaking
security of the scheme (NOTS). FOR has knowledge of
PK and the underlying algorithm of NOTS, however, FOR
does not know SK. FOR can query a message (MQ) to O,
where O must return valid signature of MQ to FOR. In the
end, FOR returns a message-signature pair (MF , σF ) toO.
FOR wins the game if, σF are valid signatures of MF and
MF

6= MQ. NOTS is an existentially unforgeable scheme
if, FOR queries at most one message to O and the success
probability ofFOR in a time t is at most ε. We formally write
it as, NOTS is a (t, ε, 1)-existentially unforgeable signature
scheme.

3) SECURITY REDUCTION TO PRE-IMAGE RESISTANCE
The background knowledge provided in Subsections V-A1
and V-A2 allows us to finally present our security reduction
proof. In this subsection, we prove that the security of NOTS
is a security reduction of the onewayness of the underlying
hash function used by NOTS. An adversary ADVonewayness
acting as a signing oracle O initiates the experiment. Algo-
rithm 4 explains how an adversary (ADVonewayness) can use
the forger (FORNOTS ) to break onewayness of the hash
function (fow) used by NOTS. ADVonewayness initiates by
generating a new key pair (SK, PK). Then he alters forward
part of a randomly chosen pk-item (i.e. fpkα). He computes
hash of the challenged post-image y (for which he has to
deduce the pre-image) for 129 − β times and sets this value

as the new value of fpkα , where β is also a randomly chosen
value. Then he runs FORNOTS . When FORNOTS queries
a message (MQ) for signatures then either ADVonewayness
will respond the FORNOTS with the valid signature (σQ)
of MQ or will quit the algorithm (Lines 6 − 11). Finally,
when FORNOTS will return a message-signature pair (i.e.
MF , σF ) to ADVonewayness then ADVonewayness will be
able to return the challenged pre-image x, if and only if,
the conditions in Line−13 are satisfied and the value of
sum_index_stringsα for MF is sufficiently larger.
Nowwe compute success probability of theADVonewayness.

Since, ADVonewayness choses both α and β purely at random
therefore, the success probability of ADVonewayness in Lines
6−11 is (128−β)(2048)−1. The FORNOTS ’s success prob-
ability in Line−13 is εNOTS . Finally, the success probability
of ADVonewayness in Line−14 is (β)(2048)−1. This allows
us to conclude that the overall maximum success probability
of ADVonewayness is εNOTS (250)−1. The total time taken by
ADVonewayness (tADVonewayness ) includes, the key generation
time tGEN (Line−1), the message signing time tSIGN (Lines
8 − 10), and the FORNOTS ’s time tNOTS (Line−12). Hence
it is proved that NOTS is an existentially unforgeable scheme
under CMA model with εNOTS ≤ (250)(εonewayness) and
tNOTS = tonewayness − tGEN − tSIGN . The security reduction
of NOTS to the onewayness of the underlying hash function
allows us to infer that NOTS is capable of providing 128−bit
post-quantum security.

4) SECURITY REDUCTION TO COLLISION RESISTANCE
This subsection formally reduces security of our proposed
scheme NOTS to collision-resistance of the hash function
(fcr ) used by the scheme. Algorithm 5 explains that how
an adversary ADVcollision can exploit a forger FORNOTS to
find hash-collisions in fcr . ADV generates a new key-pair
(SK, PK) [step-1]. Then ADV initiates the forger FOR,
providing him knowledge of the corresponding public
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Algorithm 4 ADVonewayness
Input: NOTS scheme (GEN, SIGN, VERIFY), one-way function fow, security parameter n, forger FOR, a post-image y
Output: A pre-image x computed from y, such that: y = fow(x) or fail
1: Generate a new NOTS key pair (SK, PK)
2: Randomly choose an α ∈ {0, · · · , 15}
3: Randomly choose a β ∈ {1, · · · , 128}
4: fpkα ← f 129−βow (y) F ADV tampers first half of the corresponding PK-item
5: Run the forger FOR(.,PK )
6: When FOR queries signature on a message (MQ) then
7: If sum_index_stringsQα < β then return fail
8: Generate signatures on message MQ like:

9:
∑15

i=0
(
σQ
i ← f

sum_index_stringsQi
ow (fski) + f

129−sum_index_stringsQi
ow (bski)

)
for i 6= α F ski = fski + bski

10: σQ
α ← f

sum_index_stringsQα −β
ow (y) + f

129−sum_index_stringsQα
ow (bskα)

11: Send σQ back to FOR
12: When FOR returns a message/signature pair (MF , σF ) then
13: If σF are valid signatures of MF and MF

6= MQ then
14: If sum_index_stringsFα > β then return fail

15: Compute x ← f
β−sum_index_stringsFα −1
ow (f σF

α ) F ‘‘f σ ’’ refers to the first half part of the corresponding signature-item
16: return x
17: In all other cases return fail

key (PK) [step-2]. FOR can ask ADV to generate signa-
tures on a message MQ, and ADV returns valid signatures
of MQ to FOR [steps 3, 4]. Finally, ADV exploits the
message-signature pair returned by FOR (MF , σF ) to find
collisions in fcr [steps 5 - 11].

5) QUANTUM-RESILIENCY IN NOTS
NOTS is purely based on hash functions which are provably
quantum-resistant [16]. Even a powerful quantumwill be able
to slightly affect security of the hash functions [30], with
the help of Grover’s quantum-based search algorithm [34].
This affect can easily be subsided by adjusting digest-size
of the corresponding hash function. For example, because
of a quantum computer, the security of the common hash
function SHA256 will decrease from 128-bit to 85-bit. One
can easily manage the affect by replacing SHA256 by
SHA384, which (i.e. SHA384) offers 128-bit post-quantum
security [33].

VI. NOTS KEY AND SIGNATURE SIZES
NOTS offers a significant reduction in both key and signature
sizes as compared to all of the existing OTS/FTS schemes.
The popular OTS/FTS schemes proposed before NOTS
include Lamport OTS [13], WOTS and its variants [14]–
[16], HORS [17], and PORS [19]. NOTS is basically a
WOTS-like scheme which allows computation of the public
key purely from signatures without any additional set of
information. The key and signature lengths of WOTS-like
schemes are already smaller than the other type of OTS/FTS
schemes, however, NOTS offers a further significant reduc-
tion in both key and signature lengths as compared to WOTS
and its existing variants. A comparison of the ‘‘key and
signature’’ sizes of NOTS with other OTS/FTS schemes has
been given in Table 3. The formulas for computing key and
signature sizes for the different OTS/FTS schemes
have already been explained in Subsection III-A (see

Equations (1) -(9)). The key and signature sizes vary with
values of certain parameters, therefore, Table 3 also specifies
the values, we set for different parameters in order to make
a comparison. Here, we provide a brief explanation of those
parameters. n is the bit-length of an individual key/signature
element. The size of an individual key/signature element is
directly related to the security strength of the corresponding
scheme. The digest-size of the hash function used by the
scheme (fH ) to transform an ski to the corresponding pki
also affects key/signature sizes and security strength of the
scheme. l is bit-length of the hash of the message (H ) to
be signed. |key| represents the number of values/elements in
SK/PK. w represents the number of hash iterations used to
transform an ski to the corresponding pki. |σ | represents the
number of elements in the signatures. σ -size is the size of
signatures (in KB) computed against the parameters-values
specified in the corresponding row. |key|-size is size of SK/PK
(in KB) computed against parameters-values specified in the
corresponding row. Finally, Post-Quantum Security Level
(PQ-SL) allows reader to realize and compare security
strengths of the different schemes against quantum-computer
based attacks.

The comparison shows that NOTS offers an 88% reduction
in both key and signature sizes as compared to WOTS and
an 84% reduction in both key and signature sizes as com-
pared to WOTSPRF . Furthermore, NOTS offers an 84% and
an 86% reductions in the signature and key sizes respec-
tively as compared to the compact variant of WOTS, i.e.
WOTS+. Finally, NOTS has achieved all these reductions
in key and signature sizes without compromising the secu-
rity level. NOTS still offers an appropriate post-quantum
security.

VII. NOTS EXECUTION TIME
NOTS offers fairly smaller execution time. The exact execu-
tion time for the three algorithms, key generation, signature
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Algorithm 5 ADVcollision
Input: NOTS scheme (GEN, SIGN, VERIFY), collision-resistant function fcr , security parameter n, forger FOR
Output: x, x ′, such that, x 6= x ′ ∧ fcr (x) = fcr (x ′) or fail
1: Generate a new NOTS key pair (SK, PK)
2: Run the forger FOR(.,PK )
3: When FOR queries signature on a message (MQ) then
4: Respond FOR with σQ

5: When FOR returns a message/signature pair (MF , σF ) then
6: If σF are valid signatures of MF and MF

6= MQ then
7: Compute sum_index_strings for MF

8: If there exists an i such that, f
sum_index_stringsFi
cr (fski) 6= f σF

i then

9: Compute the smallest j such that, f
sum_index_stringsFi +j
cr (fski) = f

j
cr (f σF

i ) and f
sum_index_stringsFi +(j−1)
cr (fski) 6= f

j−1
cr (f σF

i )

10: x ← f
sum_index_stringsFi +(j−1)
cr (fski), x ′ ← f j−1cr (f σF

i )
11: return (x, x ′)
12: In any other case return fail

TABLE 3. Key and signature sizes: Hash-based OTS/FTS schemes.

FIGURE 3. Key generation time of the OTS/FTS schemes.

FIGURE 4. Sig. Creation time of the OTS/FTS schemes.

creation, and signature verification can be seen in the graphs
in Figures 3, 4, and 5 respectively. The graphs also help to
compare the execution time of NOTS with other OTS/FTS

FIGURE 5. Sig. Verification time of the OTS/FTS schemes.

schemes. All these results have been taken on Intel Core
i5 CPU (2.4 GHz) with 4GB RAM, running Windows
8.1 32-bit release. The schemes have been implemented in
Python language using the environment ‘‘JetBrains PyCharm
Community Edition 2018.3.3’’. The values of parameters
set for these implementations are the same as given in
table 3. The results show that the execution time of NOTS
is comparable to other OTS/FTS schemes. Because NOTS
is a WOTS-like scheme therefore we were specially con-
cerned to compare its execution time with WOTS [14]
and WOTS+ [16]. The results show that execution time of
NOTS is equal to WOTS, whereas, NOTS is clearly faster
than WOTS+. Furthermore, WOTS+ uses bit-masking and
randomization to replace a collision resistant (CR) hash
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functions by an undetectable one-way function, however,
research reports that bit-masking is more expensive to
achieve on quantum processors as compared to collision
resistance [35]. Therefore, NOTS is based on pure CR
hash functions and avoids bit-masking and/or randomization
operations.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a novel one-time signature
scheme NOTS, which offers minimum key and signature
sizes from all of the existing OTS/FTS schemes. NOTS has
achieved an 88% reduction in both key and signature sizes
as compared to the popular WOTS scheme. Furthermore,
NOTS has achieved an 84% and an 86% reductions in the
signature and the key sizes respectively as compared to the
existing compact variant of WOTS, i.e. WOTS+. The exe-
cution time of NOTS is fairly smaller for all three algorithms,
key generation, signature creation, and signature verification.
NOTS offers an appropriate level of post-quantum security.
NOTS can be used as a base OTS of any of the popular hash
based digital signature scheme like XMSS or XMSSMT etc.
to achieve amagical reduction in both key and signature sizes.
The minimal key and signature sizes of NOTS allow us to
hope that NOTS-based digital signature schemes will prove a
best alternate of ECDSA in cryptocurrencies, in the quantum
era.
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